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NONINVERTIBLE TRANSFORMATIONS ADMITTING NO

ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS ct-FINITE INVARIANT MEASURE

JANE M. HAWKINS AND CESAR E. SILVA

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. We study a family of H-to-1 conservative ergodic endomorphisms

which we will show to admit no rj-finite absolutely continuous invariant mea-

sure. We exhibit recurrent measures for these transformations and study their

ratio sets; the examples can be realized as C°° endomorphisms of the 2-torus.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study a family of n-to-1 conservative ergodic endomor-

phisms which we will show to admit no nontrivial rj-finite absolutely continuous

invariant measure. Other examples in the literature that have been shown not

to admit absolutely continuous finite invariant measures, e.g. [LY] and [GS], do

admit infinite invariant measures. We also exhibit recurrent measures for our

transformations and study their ratio sets; the existence of recurrent measures

for any conservative ergodic endomorphism not admitting an invariant measure

is an open problem [Si; ES]. Our examples can be realized as C°° endomor-

phisms of the 2-torus; we do not know of conservative ergodic 1-dimensional

continuous endomorphisms with no rx-finite absolutely continuous invariant

measure.

Let (X ,3§, p) be a Lebesgue probability space. A nonsingular endomor-

phism T is a measurable transformation on X such that p(N) = 0 if and only

if p(T~ N) = 0. Since all the endomorphisms that we consider are finite-to-one

we may assume (cf. [W]) that they are forward measurable and forward non-

singular. A Markovian function for (T, p) is a positive finite a.e. measurable

function co such that, for all nonnegative measurable functions /,

j foTcodp = I fdp.

If co is T~ á?-measurable then this forces co = (dp/dpT~ ) °T a.e. and we

define it to be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T and denote it by of . For
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n > 0 we define

co(n , •) = o)-cooT--coo Tn~ .

We note that co(n, •) is a Markovian function for T" but it need not be T~n£%-

measurable.

Define 8 by

Í foTdp= j fddp,    for all/>0.

It follows that of = 1/(6 o T) a.e. We also recall the definition of Parry's

Jacobian J(x). By a theorem of Rohlin we can decompose the space into

disjoint measurable subsets A¡ such that the restriction T¡ of T to each Ai is

1 -to-1 from Ai onto a.e. X, and for any measurable set B in Ai, p(B) = 0

implies p(TjB) = 0. Define Ji - dpTJdp on A¡ and J(x) = IZ/f^V/M •
One can show that J2y€T->x 1/J(y) = d(x) a.e.

All spaces are Lebesgue probability spaces. Equalities are mod 0.

2. Examples of nonmeasure preserving endomorphisms

Let T be a type III (cf. §3) automorphism on (X, £&, p) and 5 a one-sided

Bernoulli n-to-1 measure preserving endomorphism acting on (Y, fê, v). It is

clear that TxS is a nonsingular «-to-1 endomorphism on XxY . Let co = of

denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T with respect to p . If co denotes

the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T x S with respect to p x v, since co is

(T x S)~X(A$ x ^) measurable it follows that co(x, y) = co(x) p x v a.e. We

also have that cb(i, x, y) = co(i, x) a.e. We recall that T is said to be (co, p)-

recurrent if J2°l0to(i, x, y) = oc a.e.; if this holds for co = of then we say

that T is //-recurrent or that the measure p is recurrent. It has been shown

in [HS] and [ST] that T is (co, //)-recurrent if and only if a; is a recurrent

cocycle.

Lemma 2.1. The endomorphism TxS is conservative and ergodic with respect

to p x v .

Proof. Since T is conservative, X^o^('> x,y) = oo a.e., and so [Si, Lemma

2], TxS is px ¡/-recurrent and therefore by [Si, Lemma 3] TxS is conserva-

tive. Next we note that S is an exact endomorphism, and since T is ergodic,

[ALW, Theorem 5.1] implies that T x S is ergodic.   D

Lemma 2.2. Let R be a conservative ergodic nonsingular endomorphism on

(X, p). If R has no equivalent invariant measure then R has no nontrivial

absolutely continuous a-finite invariant measure.

Proof. Let v be an Z?-invariant nontrivial measure absolutely continuous with

respect to p. Suppose there is a set N with u(N) = 0 and p(N) > 0.

Let N* = {J°l0R~lN. Since R is conservative R~XN* = N* (mod p).

Ergodicity implies p(N*AX) = 0; so v(N*AX) = 0. But we know v(N*) = 0

so u(X) = 0, a contradiction.   G
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Proposition 2.3 [ST]. Let T be a nonsingular endomorphism with Markovian

pair (to, p). If T is (co, p)-recurrent, then T admits a a-finite invariant

measure equivalent to p if and only if co is a coboundary.

Theorem 2.4. Let T be a type III automorphism and S a one-sided Bernoulli

endomorphism on n symbols. Then TxS is an n-to-1 conservative ergodic

nonsingular endomorphism of (X x Y, 3ê x <&, p x v) admitting no absolutely

continuous a-finite invariant measure.

Proof. By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and Proposition 2.3, it is enough to show that

cb(x, y) = co(x) is not a T x S coboundary. We note that since co(x, y) =

co(x), J2°l0 to(i, x, y) = oo. Suppose there is a positive finite-valued measur-

able function / on X x Y such that

f(Tx, Sy)co(x) = f(x,y)      px v—a.e.

Define g(x, y, z) = f(x, y)/f(x, z). One computes that g(Tx, Sy, Sz) =

g(x, y, z), and since TxSxS is ergodic (by the same argument as in Lemma

2.1) then g is a constant C a.e. That is, for p-a.e. fixed x0 € X, almost all

pairs (y, z) € Y x Y satisfy f(x0, y) = Cf(x0, z). By reversing y and z,

we have for v-a.e. z, f(xQ, z) = Cf(x0, y) = C f(x0, z), so C = 0, -1, or

1 . By our hypothesis on / we can eliminate the first two cases, so C = 1. It

follows that / is a coboundary for T, a contradiction,   a

We now let X = Y = S , the unit circle, and p = u = m = Lebesgue (Haar)

measure on 5 . We define / to be any ergodic type III C°° diffeomorphism of

S ; such diffeomorphisms exist by [Ka]. Letting g(z) = z" on Sx, it follows

from the theorem that f x g is a conservative ergodic C°° endomorphism

on the 2-dimensional torus admitting no er-finite invariant measure absolutely

continuous with respect to Haar measure, the smooth class for the manifold.

The Jacobian of / x g is J(f x g)(zx, z2) = nf'(zx) where f'(z) is the

derivative of / at z. This implies that

ex(zx,z2)=l/f(f-xzx) = (f-x)'(zx)   and   comxm(zx, z2) = f'(zx).

It has already been shown in [ES] that Proposition 2.3 is not true when co is

not recurrent, and it is an open problem whether every nonsingular conserva-

tive endomorphism admits an equivalent measure v for which of is recurrent.

It was shown in [ES], however, that any «-to-1 conservative ergodic endomor-

phism admits an equivalent (infinite rx-finite) nonrecurrent measure. From [ST]

it follows that there always exist nonrecurrent Markovian pairs with respect to

a finite equivalent measure; the Markovian function co is not necessarily the

Radon-Nikodym derivative in their construction. However we show below that

one can always choose a finite measure with a nonrecurrent Radon-Nikodym

derivative.

Proposition 2.6. Let (X, AA8, p) be a Lebesgue space, m some infinite a-finite

measure equivalent to p, and T a conservative ergodic n-to-1 nonsingular en-

domorphism on X. Then m restricted to the a-algebra T~XAA§ is a-finite.
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Proof. It follows from the «-stack structure decomposition of [ES].   G

Corollary 2.7. Let T be a conserve live ergodic n-to-1 nonsingular endomor-

phism acting on a Lebesgue space (X ,3§, p). Then T admits a finite measure

v equivalent to p such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T with respect

to v, of , is nonrecurrent.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1 of [ES] T has an equivalent measure m such that com

is nonrecurrent. Since m is cr-finite when restricted to T~ 3§ there exists a

T~ ^-measurable function / such that / f dm = 1. We use / as a transfer

function: define the v by v = fm. Since / is T~ '^-measurable it follows

from [HS, Lemma 2.1] that cam and of are cohomologous, therefore, of

must be nonrecurrent.   G

Question. Can one compute necessary or sufficient conditions for a nonrecurrent

measure to have an equivalent cr-finite invariant measure?

We briefly show how to obtain finite-to-one nonconservative examples. Let T

be a conservative ergodic nonsingular automorphism such that T2 is ergodic,

and S be defined on N by S(n) - n - 1 if n > 1, and 5(1) = 2. Then

TxS is an ergodic endomorphism on the nonatomic space X x N that is

not conservative [Si]; clearly TxS cannot admit an equivalent finite invariant

measure. If T is type II, then TxS has an infinite invariant measure, and

if T is type III then by inducing on the first two fibers one can see that 1x5

admits no equivalent cr-finite invariant measure.

3. Ratio sets

There are various notions of a ratio set for an endomorphism which generalize

the definition given by Krieger for automorphisms (cf. [HS] and [H]). Here we

consider the ratio set as in [HS]. We denote the ratio set of T with respect to

p by rAT) and define it as follows.

r¡i(T) = {k € R+ U {0} :  for every A € 38 , p(A) > 0 and every e > 0 there

exists n > 1 such that p(A n T~n A C\{x: co^(n, x) € N£(k)}) > 0},

where 7V£(1) is an e-neighborhood of 1 in R, Ne(k) = kN£(l) if k / 0 and

N£(0) = {t:t<e}.
When T is an automorphism, this is exactly the same as the ratio set defined

by Krieger and is invariant under a change to any equivalent measure [Kri].

When T is not invertible, the ratio set depends on the measure p and not just

on the measure class of p. This is because 1 € r (T) if and only if of is

recurrent [HS].

The following properties of the ratio set have been shown to hold in both the

invertible [Kri] and noninvertible case [HS].

(1)   TAT) is closed in R+U {0} .
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(2) r (T) n R+ is a closed semigroup and is a group if and only if p is

recurrent.

(3) In the case that r AT) is a group containing at least one element other

than 1 we say that T is type III.

If r AT) = R+ U {0} we say that T is type III,.

If r(T) = {kn : n € Z} u {0}, 0 < k < 1, we say that T is type III^ .

If rAT) = {0, 1} we say that T is type III0 .

It was shown in [HS] that if we start with a fixed measure p and its asso-

ciated Radon-Nikodym derivative of , then multiplying of by a coboundary

(a measurable function of the form (hoT)fh for some positive measurable h )

gives of for v = hp if and only if h is T~ 'a?-measurable. In this case we

say v is cohomologous to p, which is obviously stronger than just an equiv-

alent measure. Otherwise the resulting product cocycle is still Markovian for

v ~ p and cohomologous to the pair (of, p) but is not the Radon-Nikodym

derivative for v [ST].

Lemma 3.1. The ratio set of T with respect to p is invariant under a change to

a cohomologous measure.

Proof. We assume that v = hp and that of = ((hoT)/h)of by our hypothesis.

For any X € rAT), we show that k € rv(T); by symmetry of cohomologous

measures this completes the proof. Now given any set A € 38, p(A) > 0, and

any e > 0, we find a constant c and a set B c A such that (1 - .01e)c <

h(x) < (1 + .01e)c for all x € B . Then there exists n > 1 such that

p(B n T~nB n {x: of(n, x) € NU(X)}) > 0,

and for every point in the above intersection we have that of (n, x) € N£(k).   G

It follows from Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 3.1 that for recurrent measures

the following result of Krieger generalizes to the noninvertible case (Proposition

3.5). As above, we assume T is an ergodic and conservative endomorphism.

We first recall the following variation of a well-known lemma (cf. [Kre] and

[ST]).

Lemma 3.2. Let T be a nonsingular endomorphism. Then T admits an equiv-

alent finite invariant measure if infn w(n, x) > 0.

Lemma 3.3. If there is some k e rAT) with k < 1 then rß(T) = {1} if and

only if 0$ rß(T).

Proof. Suppose that there is some k < 1 in r(T). Then by [HS] km € r (T)

for every m > 1 . Given any A € Se and any e > 0, we choose m large

enough so that km < e/3 . Then there exists an n such that

p(Ar\T~"An{x: coß(n, x) € N£ß(km)}) > 0, which implies that

p(ADT~nAn{x: co"(n,x)€N£(0)}) >0, since

N   (km)c(0,e).
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Therefore 0 e r (T). The converse is trivial,   a

Corollary 3.4. Let p be a recurrent measure. Then r (T) = {1} if and only if

there exists a set A € 3§ of positive measure and a constant c > 0 such that

coA(n, x) > c for all n > 1 and all x € A (where coA(l, x) = of(nA, x) ).

Proof. Since 0 £ r (T) by Lemma 3.3 there exists a set A€3§, p(A) > 0,

and e > 0, so that

p I \jAnT~HAn{x: coß(n, x) € N£ß(0)}\ =0.

This implies that coA(n, x) > e for all « and x € A (by removing a set of

measure zero from A if necessary),   a

The following proposition has been obtained independently and by a different

proof by P. Thieullen (unpublished).

Proposition 3.5. Let p be a recurrent measure. Then T admits an equivalent

a-finite invariant measure if and only if r (T) = {1} .

Proof. If T has an equivalent invariant measure, then by Proposition 2.3 of

is cohomologous to 1. If v is the invariant measure then clearly rv(T) = {1} ;

by Lemma 3.1, r (T) = {1} .

Now suppose r (T) = {1} . From Corollary 3.4 there exists a set of positive

measure A and a constant c such that uniformly on A, coA(n, x) > c for

all n > 1. Then it follows that infcoA(n, x) > 0. By Lemma 3.2 this implies

that TA admits a finite invariant measure, and therefore T admits a a-finite

invariant measure.   G

We use Proposition 3.5 to give another method for determining when many

endomorphisms fail to admit invariant measures. We can easily compute the

ratio set with respect to the product measure in our examples and show that

it is the same as the ratio set of the automorphism T. Using the notation of

Theorem 2.3 we prove the following.

Theorem 3.6. If T is a type Ulx automorphism, with k € (0, 1], then

r,x¿TxS)-r¿T).

Proof. It is enough to show the result on rectangles by [ChHP]. Given A c X,

B c Y, and e > 0, we first find N large enough so that for all n > N,

v(BC\ S~nB) > 0. We then find n > N so that

p(A n T~nA \-){x:coß(n,x)€ N£(k)}) > 0.

It then follows that

p x v(A x B n (T x S)~"(A xB)f) {(x, y): co(n, x, y) € NAX}}) > 0.
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This shows that r AT) c r (TxS). To show the reverse inclusion, we suppose

that X e r (T x S). Then given any rectangle Ax B , and e > 0, we can find

an n so that

p, x v{A x B n (r x S)~"(A xB)n {(x, y): co(n, x, y) € N£(k)}) > 0.

This means that p(A n T~nA n {x: of(n, x) € N£(k)}) > 0 by the definition

of product measure and the fact that co(n, x, y) = of(n, x).   a

Corollary 3.7.  rß(T) = {1} if and only if rßXv(T x S) = {1} .

Proof. Bythe proof of Theorem 3.6, 1 e rß(T) if and only if 1er (TxS).

If rß(T) = {1}, then by Proposition 3.5, r (T x 5) = {1}. The converse

follows by Theorem 2.4.   G

Corollary 3.8.  rß(T) = {0,l} if and only if rßX[/(T x 5) = {0, 1} .

Proof. We first note that the proof of Theorem 3.6 cannot be used to show that

0 e rAT) implies 0 € r (T x 5) (by arguments in [ChHP]). The forward im-

plication follows from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 3.5, however, the converse

follows from the proof of Theorem 3.6.   G

Remark 3.9. Let R* denote the Maharam skew product of R, as defined for

endomorphisms in [Si]. Let T and 5 be as in Theorem 2.4 and write R =

TxS. Then it follows from above that R* is ergodic if and only if R is

type III, (with respect to pxu), generalizing to this case Schmidt's result for

automorphisms [Sc, Corollary 5.4].

Remark 3.10. From the work of Krieger, we know that for invertible transfor-

mations of type III ^ for Xe(0, 1] the ratio set provides a complete invariant

up to orbit equivalence.

The situation is more complicated for endomorphisms. To begin with, it

is not yet clear what the best notion of orbit equivalence is; there are several

equivalences which have been studied in [HS] and [H]. This ratio set so far

does not seem to be invariant under either, due to the fact that one might

change from one measure to an equivalent one and change from a recurrent to

a nonrecurrent measure. However, changing to an equivalent measure leaves

one in the same isomorphism class (unless some additional restrictions are put

on the isomorphism).

This is not the only problem that can arise. One can, for example, take two

type III k transformations T and T which are not isomorphic. Then

^(TxS) = rß,Xi/(T'xS)

but we do not have isomorphism. Alternatively, one could change measures

on the shift space to obtain 5 and 5', both measure preserving shifts with

inequivalent measures. Again

r^(TxS) = rßXl/l(TxS'),
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but not only are they not isomorphic, they are not even equivalent in the weaker

sense of associated equivalence relations [H]. What is true in our examples is

that we obtain orbit equivalent invertible natural extensions of TxS and T'xS'

if and only if the ratio sets of the two product transformations are the same,

assuming the ratio sets contain some k € (0, 1).
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